We enjoy string field algebra which is generated by star product in Witten's string field theory including ghost part. We perform calculations using oscillator representation consistently. We construct wedge like states in ghost part and investigate algebras among them. As a by-product we have obtained some solutions of vacuum string field theory. We also discuss some problems about identity state. We hope these calculations will be useful for further investigation of Witten type string field theory.
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and it is important to get exact solutions of it for reasonable discussion. Motivated by development of noncommutative field theory, some techniques are discussed especially to construct analogy of projectors in matter part of open string field theory with Witten type ⋆ product [2] . String field algebra with respect to the ⋆ product has been often discussed only in matter part, but to solve equation of motion of Witten type string field theory, we should consider ghost part more seriously. It is important to develop some techniques in ghost part corresponding to those in matter part and discuss some properties for this purpose.
In this paper, we expand some techniques of string field algebra which was mainly developed in [4] [6] into ghost part by using oscillator representation consistently. 2 We can calculate the ⋆ product analogously in bc ghost nonzero modes by using some relations among Neumann coefficients similar to those in matter part, but we should treat ghost zero modes carefully. Differences of formulas between matter part and ghost part come from ghost zero modes or the balance of ghost number. As a by product of our formulations, we get some classical solutions of vacuum string field theory (VSFT) 3 in the Siegel gauge and resolve some mystery about identity state in the oscillator language.
We hope these calculations will be useful to get exact solutions of original Witten's string field theory [2] or analyze VSFT thoroughly. This paper is organized as follows. In §2, we review constructions of Witten's string vertex which gives the definition of ⋆ product between string fields and give some useful relations among Neumann coefficients which we use very often in later concrete calculations. In §3, we investigate algebras among squeezed states. Especially, we define reduced star product which simplifies formulas and calculations of the ⋆ product in ghost part. In §4, we get solutions of VSFT by using techniques in previous sections and discuss some issues about identity state. In §5, we discuss some prospects and future problems. In appendix, we collect our conventions and some useful formulas. 1 For a review of recent works, see [1] for example. 2 Although there is half-string formulation which was developed in [3] [4] [5] (and references therein) and used for concrete calculations of the ⋆ product in matter part, we do not use it because treatment of zero modes in both matter and ghost part is rather subtle.
3 For a review, see [7] .
Witten's N -string vertex in matter part
We can obtain matter N-string vertex algebraically. We follow the procedure of construction in [8] . Actually only N = 6 case is necessary for our purpose to define the ⋆ product.
The connection condition on Witten type N-string vertex |V N is
Using Fourier transformed coordinate:
this connection condition is rewritten as
where
Under the ansatz
where µ N is normalization constant and using relations of Fourier transformed creationannihilation operators:
connection condition is rewritten as equations of matrices:
Its solution is given by
Finally, we obtain N-string vertex as
Neumann coefficients in matter part
We get relations between usual Neumann coefficients and 'Gross-Jevicki' coefficients by treating zero modes carefully.
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By using Neumann function method, we can construct vertex which satisfies connection condition in the following form expressed using momentum for zero modes:
where zero mode basis are given by
From momentum conservation, we can redefine as V 
To relate coefficients V rs nm with U rs nm , we rewrite eq.(12) into the form eq.(11) by performing Gaussian integral with respect to momentum. We get the relations between U rs and V rs :
Conversely, we get
where the first line corresponds to the convention:
We can also rewrite V rs nm (n, m ≥ 1) like U rs nm (n, m ≥ 0) in (11) :
In this convention for V rs 0n , we can show
Finally, we get the relation between normalizations of |V N :
From 6-string vertex to 3-string vertex including ghost part
We can construct 3-string vertex from matter 6-string vertex including ghost part.
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The connection condition on Witten type 3-string vertex in ghost part is
5 This ambiguity comes from momentum preservation. 6 We use some results in the reference [9] .
and in matter part are the same as (1) in N = 3 case. The 3-string vertex which satisfies these conditions is given as follows [9] :
where these Neumann coefficients V rs nm , X rs nm are given by using 6-string vertex in matter part as follows. In N = 6 case in matter part, denoting as
in the notation of §2.1, and Neumann coefficients in §2.2 as V (6)rs nm , we get the relations :
We can show
which correspond to eq.(19). For the matrices
where these indices run from m = 1 to ∞, we can show relations :
Neumann coefficients which have zero index are given by
Especially, ambiguity which caused by redefinitions of V (6)rs 0n is canceled in the formula of X rs n0 . For these matrices, we can show some relations 8 :
Eqs.(28)(30) are very useful formulas for concrete calculations of the ⋆ product in the following sections.
For completeness we write down 3-string vertex in oscillator representation:
We use the vector notation as V
where |Ω G is conformal vacuum. This U ′ rs nm corresponds to (11) of the N = 3 case in §2.1.
Note that |V 3 has cyclic symmetry:
Reflector and identity state
In matter part, reflector and identity state correspond to N = 2 and N = 1 case in §2.1, but these are rather complicated in ghost part. Here we write down these formulas explicitly in both momentum representation and oscillator representation for matter zero mode.
Reflector
The reflector |V 2 is defined as
(c
This is antisymmetric: |1, 2 = −|2, 1 . The bra state of the reflector which gives bra state from ket state generally is
Note that this is symmetric: 1, 2| = 2, 1|. Here we take bra zero mode basis as
where G Ω| is conformal vacuum. We define normalization as follows:
Identity state
The identity state is defined in [8] as
The corresponding bra state (or integration of string field) is
Note that this formula coincides with one given by LPP formulation [11] which is based on CFT:
,
2.5 Witten's ⋆ product and identity state The Witten's ⋆ product of string field is defined by using 3-string vertex (22) as :
We call Ψ id. "identity" with respect to the ⋆ product if A ⋆ Ψ id. = Ψ id. ⋆ A = A for any string field A. This condition can be rewritten as 3 Ψ id. |1, 2, 3 = |1, 2 in our notation. We can check whether identity state |I (37) is identity or not by straightforward calculation in our oscillator representation:
where the map f (z) is defined in [12] :
where we use the notation
We can rewrite |1, 2
|V r 2 12 := e n,m≥1 (c
This shows that the identity state |I is not identity with respect to ⋆ product although |I is identity if it is restricted only in matter part.
String field algebra
In this section we enjoy string field algebra of the ⋆ product between squeezed states in both matter and ghost part by using explicit formulas in previous section.
Matter part
In this subsection, we restrict calculations in matter part. We consider only zero momentum sector for simplicity. If we include matter zero modes in oscillator representation, we can perform similar calculations because relations among Neumann coefficients are the same. Note that U rs nm n, m ≥ 0 (11) in N = 3 case of §2.1 and V rs nm n, m ≥ 1 (24) satisfy the same relations such as those in (28). This algebra was obtained in [4] [6] essentially, but we write down string field algebra for comparison with that in ghost part which will be discussed in the following subsection.
Wedge state
We define squeezed state |n β with parameter β which correspond to wedge state as :
where |n is given by the state which is obtained by taking ⋆ product n − 1 times with a particular squeezed states |2 :
For simplicity, we take a matrix T 2 which satisfies
then T n , µ n in eq.(44) are given by
where µ We can show the ⋆ product formula by calculating straightforwardly :
We can calculate ⋆ product between states of the form a † k · · · a † l |n by differentiating eq.(48) with parameter β and setting β = 0.
Identity and sliver state
The matter identity state is given by
which is "identity" with respect to the ⋆ product in matter part:
This identity state corresponds to n = 1 case in eqs. (44)(47) formally, and eqs. (44) (48) become
and
respectively.
The matter sliver state |Ξ M is given by
which is normalized as
This means |Ξ M is projection in matter part.
For consistency with T ∞ = T , suppose (T − T 2 ) n → 0, (n → ∞), we can fix µ 2 as
and we get
We have the ⋆ product formula corresponding to n, m = ∞ in eq. (48) :
Here ρ 1 , ρ 2 are projection operators:
We also write down the ⋆ product between n = 1 and n = ∞ state in eq. (48) :
Ghost part
Here we consider string field algebra in ghost part. If we consider only ghost nonzero mode and use the Fock vacuum G + |, |+ G , we can get some similar formulas to those of matter part in previous subsection because Neumann coefficients X rs nm , n, m ≥ 1 (24) satisfy similar relations as (28). But because of ghost zero mode, the ⋆ product formulas are rather complicated than those in matter part. We introduce reduced product and get some useful formulas and then we consider Witten's ⋆ product formula between ghost squeezed states in the Siegel gauge. 
Reduced product
We define reduced product ⋆ r by
where we restrict string fields |A , |B such that they have no b 0 , c 0 modes on the Fock vacuum |+ . Here we introduced reduced reflector V 
We define ghost squeezed state |n ξ,η with Grassmann odd parameters ξ, η which corresponds to |n β (44) in matter part :
where |n G is defined by the state which is obtained by taking the ⋆ r product n − 1 times with a particular ghost squeezed state |2 G :
We take a matrixT 2 which satisfies
for simplicity, and then we have obtained formulas forT n ,μ n ,
then we have the ⋆ r product formula between them :
This is n = m = 1 case of eq.(68) formally.
Next we define the sliver-like state in ghost part :
This state is analogy of projection with respect to the ⋆ r product :
For formal consistency with the case n = ∞ in eqs. (64)(67),
we fixμ 2 asμ
and then we get
We have obtained the ⋆ r product formula for n, m = ∞ case in eq. (68) : and find coefficients g n of |Ψ and f n of Q in the same time.
Noting
we have obtained the following solutions.
identity-like solution
2. sliver-like solution
This was constructed in [13] . 3. another solution
This is a solution for the Q which is the same as the above one.
The chosen Qs for these solutions consist of even modes of c ghost because
which are obtained from eqs.(28)(30). Although these Q do not vanish on the identity state I| (39) :
we have obtained although it was afraid to be used if I|Q = 0 in [7] .
Note that the equation (96) also means
If we take identity state |I (37) as |A , this becomes |(c 0 I) ⋆ I = 0. If identity state |I were identity with respect to the ⋆ product, this might show |c 0 I = 0, but it is inconsistent with the fact c 0 |I = 0. We can solve this mystery which was referred in [12] in our oscillator formulation. Because identity state |I is not identity as was shown in §2.5, we have |(c 0 I) ⋆ I = c 0 |I consistently. Eq.(97) also follows from the fact (c
which we can check from eqs.(22)(41).
Discussion
In this paper we have constructed some squeezed states |n ξ,η with parameters ξ, η which correspond to wedge states in matter part. They satisfy rather simple algebra with respect to the reduced ⋆ r product which we introduced for convenience. We have also obtained the ⋆ product formula between them in the Siegel gauge.
For ghost squeezed states, the ⋆ r product formulas are very similar to those in matter part, but the ⋆ product is a little complicated by ghost zero mode. In these calculations, the algebras which Neumann coefficients satisfy are essential. We have shown them first with some review for self-contained.
By applying our formulations to VSFT, we have obtained some solutions of equation of motion which are expressed by the ghost identity and sliver like states. To get some physical implications, we should examine these solutions as was done for a particular solution in [13] . It is a future problem to discuss physical spectrum around these solutions, potential hight and so on. We hope that our techniques will be helpful to get solutions of original Witten's string field theory and analyze them.
Although we have used oscillator representation consistently and performed algebraic calculations only, it is also important to interpret them in the CFT language to obtain geometrical meaning of our treatment in ghost part.
We noted that the identity state |I is not identity with respect to the ⋆ product by straightforward calculation. We can also show that associativity of the ⋆ product is broken generally by calculating 26 V 2 |V 3 456 |V 3 312 straightforwardly although the reduced ⋆ r product satisfies associativity. This comes from Neumann coefficients X rs 0 which are related to ghost zero mode. This problem which is inconsistent with naive consideration about connection condition was known as associativity anomaly. [14] It is subtle but important problem to discuss Witten type string field theory rigorously and consistently.
17 It is a future problem to investigate this issue more seriously.
B.2 Coherent states for bc-ghost
In our concrete calculations which contain both bc ghost nonzero and zero modes, it is useful to insert completeness formula for coherent states.
Coherent states of nonzero mode: 
